ABSTRACT Cybercriminals exploit the opportunities provided by the information revolution and social media to communicate and conduct underground illicit activities, such as online fraudulence, cyber predation, cyberbullying, hacking, blackmailing, and drug smuggling. To combat the increasing number of criminal activities, structure and content analysis of criminal communities can provide insight and facilitate cybercrime forensics. In this paper, we propose a framework to analyze chat logs for crime investigation using data mining and natural language processing techniques. The proposed framework extracts the social network from chat logs and summarizes conversation into topics. The crime investigator can use information visualizer to see the crime-related results. To test the validity of our proposed framework, we worked in a joint effort with the cybercrime unit of a Canadian law enforcement agency. The experimental outcomes on real-life data and feedback from the law enforcement officers suggest that the proposed chat log mining framework meets the need for law enforcement agencies and is very effective for crime investigation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Communication trends of the digital era, including chat servers and Instant Messaging (IM) systems, offer a convenient method for sharing information [16] . Criminals exploit these opportunities to perform illicit activities. The National Center for Missing and Exploited Children [32] reported that one out of every seven children in the United States faces unwanted online sexual solicitations. Drug dealers use chat rooms for drug trafficking. Terrorists and hate groups use social media to promote their ideology [10] , [50] .
Most of these chat and IM systems have an archive feature that stores all conversations for later reference. If the investigator gets access to the archived conversations in confiscated computers or in public chat servers, those conversations can be helpful in crime investigation. The content of online communication can reveal the lifestyles of the participants, their social networks, activities, and preferences. However, manually analyzing a large volume of chat conversations to find
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Manik Sharma. evidence related to a criminal case is very tedious and timeconsuming. Most investigators use traditional search methods in forensic software tools or in desktop search engines to crawl and extract relevant data. This method has three noteworthy limitations: (1) Existing search tools may find documents and sentences related to the search terms, but they do not provide information related to a suspect's social networks and activities. ( 2) The simple string-matching method is not suitable for investigation of crime cases because drug dealers seldom use the terms ''drug'' and ''cocaine'' in their conversation. ( 3) The experience and prior knowledge of the person performing the search are crucial for good quality search results; otherwise, a search can often result in irrelevant, incomplete, or inconsistent information.
To address the limitations of existing forensic search tools, we propose a framework that extracts communities from a given chat log and uses agglomerative clustering to find and summarize the topics of interest in the identified communities. Crime investigators can perform a search query and see the results in the designed visualizer. The purpose of this data mining framework is to collect instinctive and interpretable evidence from a chat log to simplify and facilitate the investigation process, especially in the initial stage when there are not enough indications for the investigator to start with. An overview of the proposed framework is presented in Figure 1 . There are three main modules of the framework: Clique Detector, Concept Miner, and Information Visualizer.
The Clique Detector identifies the cliques (communities) in the chat log. For this purpose, it first recognizes all the mentioned entities in the given chat log. In the context of investigation, the term entity can be the name of a person, an organization, a phone number, or a physical address. For simplicity, we assume that the entity refers to the person's name. After extracting entities, the Clique Detector uses the co-occurrence frequencies of the entities in chat sessions and identifies the communities, called cliques.
Next, the Concept Miner processes a chat log of each clique and extracts the concepts that represent the discussed topics. For this purpose, it identifies important terms based on their frequency in the text. Each identified important term is then mapped to a corresponding concept in the WordNet [19] that is used to create a hierarchy of concepts and to represent relationships between them. A customized version of agglomerative hierarchical clustering is applied to form groups of concepts holding strong cohesive relationships among terms. The top node of the concept hierarchy is the main topic of the conversation.
Finally, the Information Visualizer displays the identified cliques as an interactive graph in which the nodes represent the recognized entities, and the edges represent the identified cliques. The Information Visualizer also shows the summary, keywords, and concepts of the selected clique from the graph.
The major contributions of this study are: 1) Social communities mining from unstructured textual data: Most of the research in the domain of crime investigation uses structured data for knowledge discovery [12] . In this study, our aim is to mine chat logs to extract important and valuable information. A chat log consists of several chat sessions written in natural language. Chat conversations are sometimes very short and are often prone to typos and grammatical mistakes; therefore, accurate information extraction is challenging.
2) Customized notion of a clique for criminal communities mining:
The traditional methods of network analysis generally count the number of direct interactions between the members, e.g., the count of e-mails exchanged. After a discussion with law enforcement officers, we discovered that simply considering the number of direct interactions is insufficient and can lead to outcomes with missing or incomplete information. Thus, a customized notion of a clique for criminal communities mining is defined in this study. In the context of chat log mining, the entities that frequently appear together in the chat sessions are considered as a clique even though they do not have a direct conversation.
3) Concept identification without any prior knowledge:
Many existing topic identification techniques require investigators to have training data to train a classification model. However, in the case of a crime investigation, this kind of data is not easily available. Our proposed framework does not need any prior information or training data and can identify key concepts (or topics) based on the content of the chats, with the help of a lexical database WordNet [19] . Furthermore, the concept extraction process relies on the semantic similarity of words rather than their frequencies. Hence, our technique is able to identify the most relevant concepts that can better represent and summarize the information contained in the chat sessions. 4) Flexiblity to adopt domain knowledge: Our proposed criminal communities mining framework allows an investigator to incorporate domain knowledge with the goal of improving the analysis process. Domain knowledge can be a word taxonomy used in malicious online conversations that represents street terms of certain crimes. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides some background information about WordNet and Named-Entity Recognition. Section III examines the literature that closely aligns with our study. Section IV highlights the problem of cliques and concept mining for the criminal network. The proposed framework is presented in Section V. Section VI discusses the evaluation and experimental results on some real-life datasets. Conclusion and direction for future work are provided in Section VII.
II. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
This section defines a named entity and explains its importance for communities mining. Further, we discuss the structure of WordNet and its importance for the proposed approach.
A. NAMED-ENTITY RECOGNITION
The term Named-Entity Recognition, or NER, is used in information extraction to identify information associated with an entity [13] . An entity is a pre-specified element that can be a person, place, or organization. The attribute of an entity can be a phone number, e-mail, URL, birth date, vehicle number, or ID number [20] . NER has been successfully utilized in criminal information mining. Chen et al. [11] utilized a neural network-based NER to extract the identities of criminals from police reports and suspicious documents. Similarly, Shabat and Omar [52] presented a NER system to extract a crime named entity and crime type from crime documents. Cybercriminals sometimes hide their true identities by using identity deception strategies. To detect masqueraded criminal identities, Wang et al. [31] presented a record-linkage automated deception detection algorithm.
B. WORDNET
WordNet is a large lexical database of the English language that was developed at Princeton University [19] , and it is freely available. 1 It contains more than 120,000 concepts, including nine noun hierarchies (80,000 concepts) and 554 verb hierarchies (13,500 concepts) [23] . WordNet is specifically designed for text mining and artificial intelligence applications. Unlike a traditional dictionary that contains the spelling, pronunciation, synonyms, and antonyms of words, WordNet identifies the semantic relationship between word senses. A synset (synonym set), representing a distinct concept, forms the basic building block of WordNet. Different language artifacts, i.e., noun, verb, adjective, and adverb, are organized into networks of synsets that are semantically and lexically related to each other.
In the WordNet semantic network, nouns and verbs are related to each other in is-a hierarchy without crossing the part-of-speech boundary. For instance, two nouns, fruit and mango, or two verbs, talk and speak, are related to each other vertically. The subordination relation between lexicalized concepts in the is-a hierarchy is called hyponymy. Hypernyms are abstract concepts that are stored at the higher level, and the more specific/specialized concepts, known as hyponyms, are stored at the lower level in the hierarchy. For example, in the noun pair, ''drug'' and ''cocaine'', the word drug is the hypernym while the word cocaine is the hyponym.
In addition to the is-a relationship between verbs and nouns, WordNet identifies the relationship between other language artifacts, such as adverbs and adjectives. For example, meronymy is used to represent a whole-part relationship, e.g., a motorcar 'has an' engine or an engine 'is a part of' a motorcar. In this example, the motorcar is the holonym while the engine is the meronym.
III. RELATED WORK
Dynamics behind a criminal's relationship can be very helpful in identifying suspects and understanding the activities and interests of criminals [18] . For any criminal event, crime investigators must consider and retrieve criminal network information [49] . The investigation related to social networks can reveal hidden subnetworks, actors, their roles, and communication pattern [35] . The investigation team can use the information of evidential value from a chat log to recreate events. It can be helpful in identifying information such as the physical location of suspects, identity, transactional information, and information about the victim [48] .
Chen et al. [12] presented a framework that uses data mining techniques to extract criminal relations from the police department's incident summaries. They used the conceptspace approach to determine the relationships between pairs of criminals. They also identified subgroups and key members in the criminal networks. Yang and Ng [36] used a topicspecific exploration mechanism to extract semantics, topics, and criminal networks from blogging websites.
A graph is usually used to represent the social network in which the nodes represent the individuals, and the relationships between the individuals are indicated by edges. Researchers have proposed and developed many different approaches to extract and analyze social networks from both structured and unstructured textual data. Stolfo and Hershkop [29] developed an email mining toolkit for detectives and analysts to visualize hidden information such as the number of communities, the communication paths, and users' behaviors. This toolkit highlights the suspicious emails account and helps analysts find proxy accounts, security breaches, and spam detection. Moreover, Culotta et al. [14] proposed a method that extracts an individual's social network and then populates the address book of each member in the social network from the web using conditional random fields. Moreover, their method uses topics and the contact information to identify connected people who share the same information and build a social network.
Chen et al. [12] presented a general framework for crime data mining that uses several data mining techniques such as link analysis, association rule mining, and knowledge discovery to develop a crime-data-mining framework. The framework is able to identify crimes of different kinds. Chau et al. [9] improved efficiency and accuracy of a link analysis system by incorporating several techniques including co-occurrence analysis, the shortest path algorithm, and a heuristic approach to effectively identify connections in criminal networks. Techniques presented in the previous two studies have been applied to identify suspicious web communication, called Dark Web, for analyzing online communication between suspects of the 9/11 attacks [10] . Xiang et al. [33] developed techniques for criminal information visualization that facilitate the decision making of investigators. Yang et al. [37] extracted criminal networks from online newswires, e.g., CNN.com, based on the similarity between stories related to different terrorist attacks and how these incidents evolved with the passage of time. Yang and Ng [36] further extended the technique to extract criminal networks from blog websites through a topic-based exploration mechanism. Xiong and Donath [34] displayed the specific attributes of the users involved in a chat and their relation within a chat room in a social network. The authors proposed a graphical representation: portraits of the attributes extracted from the chat contents represent the whole social environment including the users and their posting history. Moreover, Das and Das [51] proposed an unsupervised method to extract named entities and the relations among the extracted named entities in a crime report. They used noun phrase chunking to extract entities such as organizations, places, victims, and offenders involved in the crime, then applied a clustering technique to classify the entity pairs based on their context. Many researchers analyzed structured data, e.g., police reports and newswire articles. They built the social networks using header information such as IP address and e-mail address. In the social network, graph, web pages, weblog, or email addresses are represented as nodes, and their relations are defined based on their communication measured in terms of inlink, outlink, and centrality [21] . In real life, even if the two entities never communicated with each other directly, they may be related. To identify this kind of relation, a content analysis of the conversation is essential. Similarly, an extracted social network based solely on keywordsimilarity, not considering the semantics of the written text, could be misleading because in most malicious conversation the perceived meaning of written words is different from their apparent meaning, e.g., the word ''thunder'' means heroin, and ''snow'' means cocaine in drug trafficking communication. Concept Miner of our proposed framework is designed to identify the right context of a given word.
A probabilistic model called the Author-Topic model [28] is very effective in content categorization and has been employed by Zhou et al. [39] for discovering e-communities. Authors are represented by a probability distribution over topics, and each topic is denoted by a list of the most relevant words. Al-Zaidy et al. [4] , [6] proposed a method to extract criminal communities from text documents taken from a confiscated hard drive. Their method was neither able to analyze the connections among the authors nor the semantics of the content, as we do in this paper. These two factors play a very significant role in crime investigation.
IV. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Suppose the forensic team or investigator has accessed the computer of a suspect S and found the archived chat log from an IM system. Usually, a chat log consists of many chat sessions, and each chat session is further comprised of text messages exchanged between its participants. The main objective is to identify the communities (i.e., cliques) in the chat sessions, the relationships between the members of the communities, and the concepts that are discussed.
The problem is divided into two subproblems: clique detection and concept analysis.
A. SUBPROBLEM: CLIQUE DETECTION
The purpose of clique detection is to efficiently extract all the cliques from a given chat log. We discussed extensively with the digital forensic team of a Canadian law enforcement unit and formulated the following intuition of clique. In this paper, to make the discussion simple, we refer to a person's name as an entity.
If a group of entities frequently chat with each other, or if their names appear together in some minimum number of chat sessions, the group forms a clique.
In chat sessions, just counting the direct messages exchanged between two users is not enough to find all cliques. We propose that direct message exchange between all members of a clique is not necessary to consider those members in a clique. An entity is in a clique if his/her name frequently appears in the chat sessions together with some group of chat users, even if has never chatted with the other members in the clique, or even if is not a chat user in the log.
Considering this generalized concept of a clique is very important, and it often reveals new indications for additional investigation. For instance, if two suspected entities 1 and 2 frequently chat with each other and mention the name of a third person 3 in the chat, there is a possibility that 3 is their ''boss''. Thus, 1 , 2 , and 3 form a clique even if 3 is not a user found in the chat log. This concept of clique may identify false positive cliques. For example, 3 mentioned by 1 and 2 is a celebrity. However, in crime investigation, the investigator will prefer spending more time classifying false positives and true positives rather than miss any potential evidence.
A chat log is a set of chat sessions {φ 1 , . . . , φ p }. Let E( ) = { 1 , . . . , u } be set of all entities extracted from . Let E(φ i ) be a set of entities extracted from chat session Table 1 
Definition 2 (Clique Detection):
Let be a collection of chat sessions. Let min_sup be a user-specified minimum support threshold. The subproblem of clique detection is to identify all cliques in with respect to min_sup.
Example 3: Suppose the minimum support threshold value is 0.4. In Table 1 , { 4 , 5 } is not a clique because it has support 2/10 = 0.2. Similarly, { 5 , 8 } is not a clique as it has support 3/10 = 0.3. { 2 , 5 } is a 2-clique because its support is 4/10 = 0.4 and it contains 2 entities. 
B. SUBPROBLEM: CONCEPT ANALYSIS
In some criminal cases, Canadian law enforcement officers have found thousands of chat users in the Windows Live Messenger chat log. This kind of large chat log may contain hundreds of cliques. The chat sessions of each discovered clique need to be further analyzed to filter the cliques involved in criminal activities. The objective of concept analysis is to extract the concepts and topics that highlight the semantics of the underlying chat conversations. A lexical database that captures the conceptual hierarchies of a language, e.g., WordNet [19] , can be useful for concept analysis.
Definition 4 (Concept analysis): Let Q be a set of cliques discovered in according to Definition 2. Let (Q i ) ⊆ be the set of chat sessions contributing to the support of a clique Q i ∈ Q. It is possible for a chat session to contribute to multiple cliques. Let H be a lexical database of the same language used in . The purpose of concept analysis is to extract a set of key concepts, denoted by KC(Q i ), for each discovered clique Q i ∈ Q using the lexical database H . The key concepts are the topics that bring the group of entities to form a clique.
V. PROPOSED APPROACH
The detailed architecture of our proposed framework is presented in Figure 2 . It consists of three main components: Clique Detector, Concept Miner, and Information Visualizer. Clique Detector detects the cliques from the chat log. Concept Miner extracts the main concepts of the conversation from chat sessions of each identified clique. Information Visualizer allows the user to browse cliques and related concepts at multiple levels of abstraction in an interactive interface. The following sections describe each module in detail.
A. CLIQUE DETECTOR
Clique detection works in three main steps: dividing a chat log into sessions, entities extraction, and cliques detection.
A collection of messages exchanged between the users involved in conversation within a specific time period is called a session. In some IM systems, a session starts when the first message is sent between the participants of the conversation and ends when any of the participants closes the chat window. Once the chat window is closed, re-starting the chat is considered to be another session with a unique session ID in the log.
In some cases, the situation is more complex as it allows multiple users to chat simultaneously without any logical breakpoints for splitting the chat log into sessions. There are two solutions to this problem. The simple solution is to split the log into sessions based on some predefined unit of time, e.g., 15 minutes. The second and better solution is to calculate the time lag between consecutive messages, and when this lag passes a threshold time, consider it the start of a new session.
2) ENTITIES EXTRACTION
For entities extraction from each chat session, we used Stanford Named Entity Recognizer, 2 called CRFClassifier. The software provides a general implementation of linear chain Conditional Random Field (CRF) sequence model and is trained on the widely used named entity corpora. NER processes the chat session and extracts person name entities to identify the cliques in the chat session. This NER can be replaced with other NER tools if required, for instance, if there are non-English names in the chat log.
3) CLIQUES DETECTION
The clique detection operates on the entities extracted in the previous step. An entityset Y is a set of entities extracted from a chat log, and if its support is equal to or greater than a given threshold, it is considered as a clique. In case of a large number of identified entities |E( )|, it is very complex and time-consuming to generate all possible entitysets and calculate the support of each entityset in , as there are 2 |E( )| possible combinations. To solve this problem, a modified Apriori algorithm [3] is used that extracts all cliques from . The algorithm is described as follows:
Recall that E( ) represents the collection of entities in , and E(φ i ) represents the collection of entities in a session φ i ∈ , where E(φ i ) ⊆ E( ). The proposed Clique Detector is an iterative search algorithm that explores the (k + 1)-cliques using the k-cliques. The generation of (k + 1)-cliques from k-cliques is based on the following CM property.
Property 5 (CM property): All nonempty subsets of a clique are also cliques because support( 
Candidates
for all entityset Y ∈ Candidates k do 5 :
Candidates k ← Candidates k − Y ; 7: end if 8: end for 9: (X ) ← ∅, ∀X ∈ Candidates k ; 10: for all chat session φ ∈ do 11: for all entityset X ∈ Candidates k do 12: if X ⊆ E(φ) then 13: (X ) ← (X ) ∪ φ;
14:
end if 15: end for 16: end for 17 : The proposed clique detection is summarized in Algorithm 1. The algorithm identifies the k-cliques from the (k − 1)-cliques based on the CM property. At the initial step, Q 1 set is generated, which contains all 1-cliques X with support(C j ) ≥ min_sup. After generating the 1-cliques entityset, the next step is to generate the set of candidate 2-cliques, denoted by Candidates 2 , using the set of 1-cliques from Q 1 . Then it calculates the support of each candidate X in Candidates 2 . All candidates in Candidates 2 that satisfy
The iteration through the data table and tracking of the chat session associated with each clique X in Candidates k is described in line 9-17. The algorithm iterates through the entities of each chat session E(φ) to find the match of each candidate entityset X . If it finds the match, the chat session φ is added to the set (X ). If the support | (X )| is greater than or equal to the min_sup, then X is added to Q k , the set of k-cliques with k members. When no further candidates can be generated, or when all candidate entitysets have support less than min_sup threshold, then the algorithm terminates and returns all cliques Q = {Q 1 ∪ · · · ∪ Q k } with their associated chat sessions, except for the 1-cliques. 
B. CONCEPT MINER
Understanding the underlying semantics of the words is very important because criminals use different deception tactics to conduct their illicit activities. Due to unstructured and natural language data, understanding the true meaning and semantics is a difficult task. When malicious messages are read in a specific context, the symbols, abbreviations, and visual metaphors used in them reveal special meanings and evidence.
The objective of Concept Miner is to analyze and summarize the content of chat sessions into high-level concepts that can reveal some useful evidence. These high-level concepts are extracted from the set of associated chat sessions (X ) of every clique X ∈ Q identified by Algorithm 1. Investigators can browse through these concepts to understand the semantics of the chat session. Concept Miner extracts keywords, common concepts, and key concepts from (X ). Keywords are frequent words, while common concepts are high-level concepts shared in the chat sessions. Key concepts are the top-ranked concepts by their importance. Concept Miner extracts the keywords from (X ) and groups them into clusters { 1 , · · · , m } by semantics. After clustering, it finds the common concepts CC of extracted keywords from each cluster i and, lastly, identifies the most important ones, the key concepts.
To extract the required information from the given chat logs, the following steps are required to be carried out.
1) TEXT PREPROCESSING
The following steps are required for preprocessing a text document. 1) Tokenization: Tokenization splits the text into different meaningful chunks of text such as words and phrases.
2) Stop word removal: In every document, there are some context-independent commonly used words that carry no semantic information. After tokenization, nondescriptive or irrelevant words that do not contribute to the understanding of the text are removed. 3) Lemmatization: lemmatization is a process of removing different inflectional forms of the word and grouping them together so that they can be analyzed as a single unit. Lemmatization performs morphological analysis with help of a dictionary to convert inflectional forms of a word into a base or dictionary form. This base form of a word is also called the lemma. Each lemma is considered for further processing. 4) POS tagging: part-of-speech tagging is performed to assign a lexical category to each word. In the proposed approach, only nouns are selected for further processing. Following the preprocessing phase, there is a vector of terms connected to each chat session φ ∈ [26] .
2) KEYWORD EXTRACTION
Frequent terms in a text document are considered important keywords [40] . Important keywords are extracted based on the frequency of their occurrence in the chat session. A threshold determines the minimum number of occurrences required per keyword to classify it as an important keyword. However, in crime investigation, some terms are very important even if they do not appear frequently. For example, some crime-related street terms such as ''cocaine'', ''marijuana'', or ''heroin'' require more attention. To extract such important keywords, the investigator can feed these special terms, denoted by ST , to the keyword extractor. In this implementation, we collected these terms from different law enforcement agencies and online sources. 3 A keyword is important in (X ) if it frequently appears in the chat session (X ) of clique X ∈ Q, but not in chat session (Y ) of another clique Y ∈ Q, where X = Y . tf − idf : term frequency−inverse document frequency is a statistical measure used to evaluate how important a word is to a document in a collection. To identify the important terms of each chat session, tf − idf is calculated, and the top α of them are added to KW (X ), where α is a user-specified threshold. The sentences containing the important keywords can be used to generate a summary [38] .
3) SEMANTIC-BASED CLUSTERING
The purpose of semantic-based clustering is to group the identified keywords into clusters{ 1 , . . . , m } in such a way that the keywords in different clusters have low similarity while the keywords in the same cluster have high similarity.
We apply an agglomerative hierarchical clustering method to create the clusters [27] . In each step, it compares each pair of terms in KW (X ) and merges the most similar pair. KW (X ) is the set of important keywords extracted and can 
where n is total number of important keywords. Each KW i represents an important keyword that contains the lemma, the POS tag, and the frequency of the important keyword in the context. Similarly, (X ) represents a list of clusters that can be represented as = { 1 , 2 , 3 , ... n }.
At the beginning of the process, each important keyword (i.e., KW i ) is placed in a cluster (i.e., i ) of its own. We call it a cluster initialization step, which can be seen in line 7 of Algorithm 2. At this stage, the lemma of the keyword is considered as a label for each singleton cluster. After this step, the number of clusters is equal to the number of important keywords, and the merging process gets started. In subsequent phases, these clusters are combined sequentially until either all keywords end up being in a single cluster or some termination condition is reached. In our case, the termination condition is reached when the maximum value of similarity between all pairs of clusters is less than the given threshold α. α defines the maximum intra-cluster distance (minimum required similarity/relatedness) between members of the cluster. The higher the α, the more compact clusters are formed. At each step, two clusters with the shortest distance (i.e., maximum similarity/relatedness) are combined. The shortest distance between two clusters is estimated by following the complete-linkage clustering approach. In complete-linkage clustering, the distance of the link between two clusters is equal to the distance between those pairs of keywords (one in each cluster) that have a minimum value of similarity/relatedness (highest distance). This linkage method is also known as the farthest neighbor clustering. The resulting set of clusters will be considered as the compact conceptual representation of text. The complete process is depicted in Algorithm 2. The complexity of Algorithm 2 is equal to the complexity of the agglomerative clustering algorithm which is O|n| 2 where n is the number of important keywords.
4) RELATEDNESS MATRIX GENERATION
The two closest pair of clusters (which have the minimum distance between them) are identified by computing the similarity/relatedness between all pairs of clusters. Mathematically this process is represented as n × n size matrix. Suppose denotes a n number of clusters list, then it is defined as = { 1 , 2 , 3 , ... n }, where each i contains one or more members (keywords). To compute the similarity/relatedness between all pairs of clusters, a matrix based computation is used as follows: Given a set of n clusters, M is an n × n relatedness matrix. M i,j denotes each cell of the matrix, where i and j represent the corresponding row and column of the matrix M . The relatedness value R i,j is computed for each pair of clusters representing the ith row and jth column of matrix M . The details of the computational steps required are given in Algorithm 3. The complexity of Algorithm 3 is O|n| 2 where n is the number of clusters which is very small.
5) SIMILARITY COMPUTATION BETWEEN PAIRS OF CLUSTERS
The minimum similarity (i.e., the least similar pair) among the pairs of keywords of two clusters is considered as a measure to define the closeness of pairs of clusters. As each cluster may represent a number of keywords, the similarity between two clusters is determined based on the minimum similarity between their members. This method of clustering is also known as complete-linkage clustering. Suppose for j = 1 to .size do 8.
if i = j then 9.
R is a relatedness value between two farthest members of cluster i and j (one from each cluster) 10 . 
6) SIMILARITY COMPUTATION BETWEEN PAIR OF KEYWORDS
In order to compute the semantic relatedness/similarity between a pair of keywords, we first need to find the true sense of each keyword. This process is known as Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD), i.e., to fix the ambiguous terms by finding their true meaning. As explained earlier, our strategy for WSD is based on the distributional hypothesis. Therefore, only those senses of keywords are considered as true senses that demonstrate the maximum level of similarity against the context.
Suppose KW 1 and KW 2 are a pair of keywords. LS1 and LS2 are the lists of all possible synsets for keywords KW 1 and KW 2 , respectively. A lexical database (WordNet in our case) provides the list of all possible synsets for each keyword. To compute relatedness value RV between KW 1 and KW 2 , each pair of synsets (one from each keyword) is compared (using suitable semantic relatedness measure RM ) to measure the degree of semantic relatedness. This is also represented by matrix computation of x × y matrix. The synset pair that demonstrates the highest value for relatedness (represented as maximumScore) is regarded as holding true senses of keywords KW 1 and KW 2 , respectively. Algorithm 5 provides the sequence of steps to achieve this computation. Score Score ← R.getScore() 16 When two clusters are merged into one cluster, there is a need to label the resulting merged cluster. This label is viewed as the common concept CC or subject of the new cluster. It represents all the keywords/members in the subject cluster. During the initialization phase, the important keyword (i.e., the only member of the singleton cluster) is used as a label term of each singleton cluster. During subsequent phases, the LCS (least common subsumer) is obtained by comparing the two nearest synset nodes that represent the topic of each cluster being compared. For example, if clusters 1 and 2 are compared, their topics as T 1 and T 2 are used as keywords. These keywords are then evaluated to find all the synsets of CC 1 and CC 2 . The closest synsets pair is obtained and their LCS is used as the label of the newly merged cluster. The LCS is obtained from the shortest path that connects two synsets in the WordNet hierarchy. It is important to note that the topics CC 1 and CC 2 are the keywords that contain the lexical term with its POS tag. For example in Table 2 , the word ''Thunder'' has three senses (synsets). In the context of drug smuggling, ''Thunder'' means ''heroin'', but it can have a different meaning in other contexts. The sense is selected according to the context described by other terms in the same cluster, which is described below. The objective is to find the common hypernym/Least common subsumer of the keywords of both merged clusters. The LCS obtained is the synset (node in WordNet ontology), so the selection of the proper word (lexical term) among other members needs to be resolved. Currently, the first member is selected (as default). This is how each cluster is assigned a common concept, and then the common concept term is afterward compared with another common concept term. The comparison of two common concept terms is the calculation of the similarity measure between two nearest synsets of words. Then the LCS of these two synsets is the common concept of the resulting merged cluster. Each cluster also maintains a data structure of type tree and stores all the cluster labels as common concepts CC. Investigators can drill down and roll up in this tree in the Information Visualizer window according to their requirements.
According to the evaluation, the identified common concepts truly represent the semantic of the chat sessions connected with a clique; however, in real applications, the number of common concepts is very large, and it is not feasible to show all of them in the visualizer. To solve this issue, the common concepts were ranked, and the top β of them were displayed, where β is a user-specified threshold. Common concepts may have different importance in a crime context, which is measured by calculating the sum of the tf − idf values of the matched terms normalized by a total number of common concepts.
8) EXTRACTING MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
This step extracts relevant information such as phone numbers, addresses, e-mails, or website URLs from the chat sessions of every clique. This task can be easily accomplished by using regular expressions.
C. INFORMATION VISUALIZER
Information Visualizer provides an interactive user interface to browse the extracted information such as cliques, concepts, and terms. Information Visualizer displays the clique as a graph whose nodes represent the entities, the edges represent the relationship between entities, and the closeness of entities is shown by the lengths of edges. In case of a large number of discovered cliques, visualization becomes very challenging. Recall that Property 5 states that every subset of a clique is also a clique, so the discovered cliques represent multiple layers of relationships. The data associated with each clique contains closeness, keywords, common concepts, key concepts, and other relevant information. A tool called prefuse [1] is used to design an intuitive interface that allows the user to view a clique at higher and lower levels of abstraction.
VI. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
Experimental evaluation has three objectives: The first objective is to evaluate the Clique Detector to see if the extracted cliques represent meaningful communities of individuals in the real world and to find the effect of the minimum support threshold on the number of cliques. The second objective is to evaluate if the Concept Miner can precisely extract the semantics of the conversation of each extracted clique. The third objective is to measure the efficiency and scalability of the presented framework in terms of the impact of the input parameter, execution time, and data size.
A. DATASET
For clique mining, we use two types of dataset. One is a reallife dataset on a hard drive confiscated from the computer of VOLUME 7, 2019 a hacker, provided by Sûreté du Québec (SQ), the Québec provincial police. Due to confidentiality and privacy issues, some information is masked. The second dataset is created synthetically by our researchers using the information collected from an anonymous source. The dataset is available for download at our website. 4 For evaluation of concept mining, we use the Reuters-21578 [41] dataset, which is the most widely used test collection for categorization research and contains a large collection of manually annotated newswire stories. Each story is annotated with one or more topics assigned manually. A sample of 44 stories is randomly selected from the dataset, where each story is considered as a single document.
B. CLIQUE DETECTOR
This section discusses our experiments for clique detection for two different datasets.
1) REAL LIFE CRIMINAL CASE
To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed method in a real-life criminal case, we conduct experiments on a hard disk provided by the Sûreté du Québec (SQ). The hard disk was confiscated from a suspect who had allegedly been involved in conducting cyber crimes in 2005. Though the matter has been investigated and the criminal prosecuted, we reinvestigate the case using our method to gauge its effectiveness compared with that of a human expert. No prior knowledge about the cybercrime is given to us. We install our framework on a workstation connected to the suspect's hard disk. The analysis is semi-automatic because the user needs to input and adjust certain parameters, such as the minimum support threshold during the process.
The result of the analysis is depicted in Figure 3 , which displays the discovered cliques associated with the suspect. The two central nodes in the figure, denoted by SA1 and SA2, represent two chat log accounts owned by the same suspect. Our proposed method successfully identifies a suspect's suspicious chat conversation with an entity labeled Potential Collaborator. The conversation contains a frequent term botnet. The identified personal information includes e-mail addresses, URLs, IP addresses, and phone numbers. Some of the information is masked in the figure due to confidentiality.
By carefully examining the detailed output of the result for this particular clique, as shown in Figure 4 , the following findings could be drawn. There are several e-mail addresses in a format similar to ''abc999@173.206.170. 208.dsl.some_isp.ca''. It is clear that the e-mail address is comprised of a prefix of random letters or numbers followed by the ''@'' symbol. An IP address, followed by terms such as ''dsl'' or ''modem'', ends with the domain name of some Internet Service Provider (ISP). Examining the last part of the e-mail address ''173.206.170.208.dsl.some_isp.ca'', an investigator with an understanding of ISP networks will know that it is a hostname that the DNS server of a service 4 http://www.ciise.concordia.ca/∼fung/research/data/MSNlogs.zip provider will have in its database for a client that receives a temporary dynamic IP address from the DHCP server. It is highly unusual to have an e-mail server running on a temporary hostname and IP address that changes dynamically. Therefore, these are not real e-mail servers. Instead, these are some of the bots controlled by the suspect via port 25 (SMTP port). Moreover, some website URLs are in the form similar to ''http://yyyyyyy.free.com/save.exe''. Here the URLs seem to contain the domain name of a free Web hosting company, whereas the subdomain is the user account on the hosting company. The URLs are pointing to a binary executable file named ''save.exe'' or ''sms.exe''. An experienced investigator can conclude that these are most likely the URLs to the binary executables of the bot that the suspect uses to spread the malware to victims.
Our developed software and analysis results have been evaluated by two cybercrime investigators at SQ. They agreed that our software can serve as an important tool in their investigation process, especially in the initial phase when they do not have enough clues to start with. Our developed framework can be applied to most online documents, although the current study focuses on analyzing chat sessions. The chat sessions used in our experiments were collected from MSN and Windows Live Messenger, but the framework can easily be extended to support other chatting tools.
2) CHAT LOG
A screenshot of our developed framework in Figure 5 shows the chat log of extracted cliques. There are ten extracted cliques in the figure, where each clique contains two or three entities. All of the extracted cliques contain the central node represent the suspect, while the other nodes represent the entities linked with the suspect. The relationship between the entities is indicated by edges connecting the entities. Using this visualizer, the investigator can select a clique in order to display all relevant information about it. For example, the clique containing entities BANG54321033, EDDYSPHARMACY8, and CHARLIE is important as the drug-related terms, e.g., grass, heroin, and snow, are found in the chat conversation of its members. The identified entities and the cliques are manually compared with the content of the chat sessions. Results show that the system is able to extract 80% of the cliques correctly, with some false positive cases. Figure 6 shows the number of extracted cliques with respect to the minimum support threshold. Change of minimum support threshold from 0.33% to 3.33% results in quickly decreasing the number of cliques from 155 to 8. 
C. CONCEPT MINER
We also evaluate the concept analysis functionality of the presented framework and compare it with state-of-the-art clustering algorithms. The evaluation is divided into two phases. The first phase compares the performance of our clustering algorithm in terms of different semantic similarity measures (i.e., Jiang & Conrath; Resnik; Leakcock & Chodorow; Wu & Palmer; Lin; Lesk). In the second phase, we perform an experimental evaluation of the proposed system by comparing it with state-of-the-art document clustering methods, agglomerative UPGMA [42] , [43] , k-means [42] , and bisecting k-means [42] - [44] .
A common evaluation method, F-measure [44] , [45] is employed to measure the accuracy of the produced clustering solutions. It is the harmonic mean of recall and precision and can be calculated as shown in Equation 1. It is considered to be the standard evaluation method for both flat and hierarchical clustering solutions. Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown (1993) presented a pair-wise precision and recall method to evaluate the results produced by clustering algorithms specific to NLP [46] .
Given an element set E = {E 1 , E 2 , E 3 , ...., E n } with n elements, = { 1 , 2 , 3 , ...., k } represents the set of elements produced by clustering solutions, and M = 
In the first phase of our evaluation, the proposed technique is applied to each document, thus producing a compact conceptual representation of the document in the form of concepts and relationships among them. Performing agglomerative hierarchical clustering produces a cluster of concepts with strong cohesive relationships. The α value determines the compactness of the clusters formed; the higher the α value, the more compact the clusters are formed. To determine the optimum value of α for each semantic similarity/relatedness measure, we performed several experiments on the Reuters-21578 dataset and recorded the best α value for each measure. These values are shown in Table 3 . The label assigned to the resulting clusters represents the common concepts of the document. The label of the cluster is matched with the topic of the newswire story, and results are recorded in terms of true positive, false positive, and false negative. The results are shown in Figure 7 . It is observed that Lesk F-measure is the highest, while Resnik and L&C are close. There are fewer false negatives identified and recall remained higher. This is due to the fact that the Reuters dataset came under the category of formal conversation based datasets. Each newswire story contained normal English sentences, and no slang or informal conversation occurred.
In the second phase of our evaluation, we compare our clustering algorithm with other popular clustering algorithms. We use Cluto version 2.1.2 [47] to generate the results of agglomerative UPGMA, k-means, and bisecting k-means clustering methods. The produced clustering results are then evaluated to calculate the F-measure. The comparison is shown in Figure 8 . As we can see, our proposed clustering solution outperforms other popular clustering algorithms by a significant margin. It also produces better recall and F-measure scores in comparison to its competitors.
The Concept Miner extracts the keywords, common concepts, and key concepts from the chat session of each identified clique. The information extracted by Concept Miner associated with each clique is shown in Figure 5 . The framework provides different levels of abstraction to browse the cliques and the summary of their conversation.
The results of Concept Miner for the chat log of BANG54321033, EDDYSPHARMACY8, and CHARLIE are interesting. The extracted keywords, such as blow, snow, coke, dope, and gage, are street terms used to represent cocaine, a narcotic. The words ''cocaine'' and ''cocain'', identified as the key concepts, represent the main topic of chat conversation of the aforementioned clique. Hence by comparing the results, it is proved that topics identified by Concept Miner can truly represent the semantics of the chat log.
Furthermore, we evaluate the efficiency and the scalability of the framework. In Figure 9 , the runtime is plotted against the minimum support to measure the efficiency of the developed framework. As the minimum support increases from 0.33% to 3.33%, it decreases the number of cliques. Hence, the total runtime decreases from 53 seconds to 10 seconds. To measure the scalability, Figure 10 plots the runtime of different phases with respect to the data size from 1,000 sessions to 10,000 sessions, with a minimum support threshold fixed at 0.67%. The calculated execution time suggests the scalability of the proposed framework as runtime increases linearly with the increase in data size.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a WordNet-based criminal information mining framework to identify and extract forensically relevant information from large suspicious chat logs. The framework processes the chat log of a suspect to identify a set of cliques and topics in the conversation of each clique. The results of the experimental evaluation suggest that the proposed framework can efficiently extract the cliques and the semantics of the conversation between members of the cliques. Results also demonstrate the efficiency and scalability of the method. By using a more accurate similarity measure, we compare the accuracy of topic classification of our system with other state-of-the-art clustering algorithms and prove that our system produced 10% to 20% more accurate clusters and their topics. We closely collaborated with a cyber forensics team in Canada during the design and development phase of the framework. The effectiveness of the proposed framework is confirmed by experienced crime investigators.
The topics obtained from clustering results could be matched with crime ontologies to find out whether or not the suspect is involved in any suspicious activities. However, this requires further research in the area. We aim to address this topic in our future research.
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